Make Oodles of REUSABLE Combos!

1 CARRY ALONG CLIP

2 REUSABLE FUZZOODLES™

3 COLLECTIBLE PARTS

BEND! TWIST! BUILD! SWITCH IT UP!
HOW TO HOOK

WRAP
Slide a hooked feature onto a Fuzzoodle, leaving a few inches on one side. Then WRAP that side around the hook snugly.

TWIST
Insert a hooked feature and PINCH tightly as shown. Now hold the hook with one hand, grip the Fuzzoodle below the feature with the other hand, and TWIST once.

HOW TO SNAP

SINGLE SNAP
Snap or slide a cuffed feature onto a single Fuzzoodle.

DOUBLE UP
For bigger pieces, snap on over two Fuzzoodles at once (or snap on over one bent Fuzzoodle).

HOW TO CLIP

INSERT
INSERT the end of a Fuzzoodle into the clip ring. Bend or wrap to secure. Then, continue building your Fuzzoodle!

Caution: Fuzzoodles™ can be used over and over again to create different characters, however, if they are bent or twisted aggressively and repeatedly in the same location, they can break. If your Fuzzoodle™ breaks, ask an adult to repair it for you. Using pliers, fold over the broken ends of the Fuzzoodle™ and squeeze tightly to tuck the internal wires into the plush material. Repaired Fuzzoodles™ should be carefully inspected by an adult to make sure that the wire ends are not exposed.

Broken Fuzzoodles™ which are not repaired properly should be thrown away because the broken ends will be very sharp.

Sizes, colors and contents may vary. Product duplication for illustration purposes only. Some pieces sold separately. Patent pending.

MADE IN CHINA. AGES 5+

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD--Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Visit FUZZOODLES.COM for more instructions & project ideas!